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Abstract. The development of improved preservation techniques and the reliable assessment of donor grafts
are main fields of research in transplantation medicine. Normothermic machine perfusion (NMP) is a promising
alternative to static cold storage of organs, maintaining physiological conditions during preservation. In combi-
nation with NMP, we introduce hyperspectral imaging (HSI) as a novel approach for the monitoring of physio-
logical kidney parameters. A line-scan HSI camera system was used to record images of porcine kidneys during
NMP. Based on a dual-wavelength algorithm, the oxygen saturation levels were calculated from HSI recordings.
Furthermore, we observed HSI images in the near-infrared (NIR) range in order to detect water characteristics
of the kidney tissue. We found increasing levels of oxygenation during NMP and could discriminate between
perfused and non-perfused areas. Cysts at the renal capsula were characterized by an absorption increase in the
NIR band. Within this work, we showed that HSI is able to detect relevant chemical changes during NMP and
allows the identification of pathologic variations.

1 Introduction

The current situation in transplantation medicine is charac-
terized by an acute lack of available donor grafts, particularly
in the field of kidney transplantation. In order to expand the
donor pool, an increasing number of marginal organs from
donors with pre-existing risk factors (e.g., donors with hy-
pertension or diabetes mellitus, age > 70 years or death from
cerebrovascular accident) are considered for transplantation
(Reese et al., 2006). Accordingly, these organs are often as-
sociated with functional limitations (Querard et al., 2016;
Pascual et al., 2008). Current research focuses on the im-
provement of preservation techniques as well as on the de-
velopment of methods for the functional assessment of or-
gans. As a promising alternative to static cold storage of the
organ in an icebox, normothermic machine perfusion (NMP)
allows the minimization of ischemia time and the obtainment
of physiological kidney parameters prior to transplantation.

Studies about the advantageous effect of NMP on functional
parameters of the kidney have aroused an increased interest
in the field of NMP in recent years (Hosgood et al., 2015,
2011; Tillou et al., 2014). In combination with NMP, camera-
based approaches such as hyperspectral imaging (HSI) allow
space- and time-resolved imaging of clinical-relevant infor-
mation and thus enable a more differentiated assessment of
organ status (Best et al., 2013). Based on the unique fea-
ture to represent spatial and spectral information at the same
time, HSI is a very suitable method for many medical appli-
cations and has been applied in a variety fields of research,
e.g., for characterization of tumor tissue (Lu et al., 2014),
for the analysis of wound healing (Calin et al., 2015) or
in ophthalmology (Mordant et al., 2014). Depending on the
application, a spectrum of light between 400 and 2500 nm
is used to probe an object. In the range of 700–1300 nm,
also called bio-optical window, the light penetration in tis-
sue has its maximum depth (Jobsis, 1977). Within this win-
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dow, local absorption maxima of the chromophores oxyhe-
moglobin (HbO2), deoxyhemoglobin (Hb) and water H2O
can be quantified. For oxygenation measurements, character-
istic bands of HbO2 and Hb spectra are analyzed, where Hb
has its highest absorptions peaks at 435 and 555 nm (Prahl,
1999). HbO2 spectra show distinct peaks at 410, 540 and
575 nm. Isosbestic points, where the absorption of Hb and
HbO2 intersect, can be found at 522, 569, and 586 nm (Beach
et al., 2007). Water, which may have implications for identi-
fying edema, has its maximum absorption peak in the wave-
length range of the used silicon detector at around 970 nm
(Jacquemoud and Ustin, 2003). Within this work, we intro-
duce HSI as a contactless and fast approach for imaging-
relevant physiological parameters during NMP of isolated
kidneys. First results of oxygen saturation measurements us-
ing HSI are presented in this paper and characteristics of al-
tered tissue are discussed.

2 Methods

2.1 Experimental setup

Normothermic machine perfusion

Porcine kidneys were retrieved from the slaughter-
house process and flushed with a histidine–tryptophan–
ketoglutarate (HTK) solution. For transportation to our
laboratory, the kidneys were stored at ≈ 4 ◦C in an ice
box. Preparation was done by removing superficial fat
and cannulating the artery, the vein and the ureter. After
preparation, the kidneys were pressure-controlled perfused
with autologous blood in a perfusion system developed
in our group (see Fig. 1). Within this system, autologous,
heparinized blood is driven by a roller pump (ISMATEC
MCP Process, Novodirect GmbH, Kehl, Germany) within a
6.35 mm silicone tubing (Raumedic AG, Germany) through
an oxygenator (hilite 2800, Medos Medizintechnik AG,
Stollberg, Germany), where it is oxygenated and heated
to 35–37 ◦C. The artery and vein are connected through
our own custom-developed vessel connector. The arterial
pressure is monitored through a pressure sensor (ATP300,
Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, United States) at the arte-
rial outlet of the oxygenator. The kidney is bedded in a
custom storage box with an integrated heating mat. The
venous backflow is then recycled in a venous hard-shell
reservoir (hilite MVC 4030, Medos Medizintechnik AG,
Stollberg, Germany). In addition to the arterial pressure,
the system allows the monitoring and logging of data of
the blood flow, the temperature of the perfusate and the
heating unit, as well as the calculated resistance index,
which is simply the quotient of the blood flow and arterial
pressure. Perfusion parameters can be controlled and dis-
played by a touchscreen monitor with a custom-built user
interface, based on Labview (National Instruments, Texas,
Massachusetts, United States). Additionally, we integrated

Figure 1. Measurement setup for hyperspectral imaging during nor-
mothermic kidney perfusion with the perfusion system developed at
the Institute of biomedical engineering, Technical University Dres-
den.

several control algorithms for the automatic control of the
arterial pressure, the temperature and the adjustment of
blood gas parameters.

Hyperspectral image instrumentation

For acquisition of hyperspectral images, we used a line-
scan camera (TI-CAM, Diaspective Vision GmbH, Pepelow,
Germany), based on the principle of a push-broom scanner
(Lu and Fei, 2014). The CMOS image sensor (PhotonFo-
cus AG, Lachen, Switzerland) is sensitive to a wavelength
range of 400–1030 nm and offers a spatio-spectral resolution
of 1312× 1082 pixels. Each recorded line contains the infor-
mation of one spatial axis and its corresponding spectrum (x–
λ). The entire hypercube (x–y–λ) is generated by moving the
line with the internal entrance slit along the second spatial
axis (y) (see Fig. 2).

The camera was positioned at a distance of 35 cm to
the kidney storage. For broadband illumination we used
8× 20 W quartz–tungsten–halogen spots (OSRAM Decostar
51 ALU, Osram GmbH, Munich, Germany) with an alu-
minium reflector in order to provide sufficient radiation in the
near-infrared (NIR) range. The spots were positioned sym-
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of line-scan HSI acquisition. Each
line records an x–λ image. The entire hypercube is generated by
moving the line along the y axis.

metrically around the camera (see Fig. 1) and were powered
by a 12 V DC custom-built power supply.

2.2 Preprocessing and data analysis

Hyperspectral images were recorded using the HSI acquisi-
tion software SICap GB (inno-spec GmbH, Nuremberg, Ger-
many). For pre-processing and analysis we used custom rou-
tines written in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, Mas-
sachusetts, United States). The algorithm for data analysis
included the following steps:

1. White and dark image acquisition

For each experiment, white images Wx,y(λ) of a
standard reflectance surface (SphereOptics GmbH,
Oberuhldingen, Germany) with 99 % diffuse reflectance
were recorded. Additionally, a dark image Dx,y was
recorded in order to determine the dark current noise
of the sensor (independent of λ). Therefore, the camera
shutter was closed to prevent any light from penetrating
into the camera.

2. Raw image acquisition

Raw intensity images Ix,y(λ) of the kidneys were
recorded during NMP, containing the uncorrected raw
intensity of the scenery.

3. White and dark image normalization

In order to correct illumination nonuniformity and to
remove variations caused by the dark current of the sen-
sor, Ix,y(λ) was normalized by Wx,y(λ) and Dx,y , re-
sulting in the reflectance Rx,y(λ):

Rx,y(λ)=
Ix,y(λ)−Dx,y
Wx,y(λ)−Dx,y

. (1)

4. Absorbance calculation

The absorbance Absx,y(λ) was calculated for each
pixel using the modified Beer–Lambert law (Clark and
Roush, 1984; Sassaroli and Fantini, 2004):

Absx,y(λ)=−log10[Rx,y(λ)]. (2)

5. Noise filtering

A Savitzky–Golay filter was applied to reduce noise in
the absorbance spectra. This filter is based on a simpli-
fied least square fit convolution and already has proven
to be valuable for HSI applications in earlier studies
(King et al., 1999; Mahlein et al., 2012). The filter uses
the number of adjacent values of the spectra (window
length) and the order of the polynomial regression as in-
put parameters (Savitzky and Golay, 1964). For smooth-
ing, we used a window of 40 spectral values and a poly-
nomial order of 3.

6. Spectral normalization

In order to compare across a heterogeneous set, system-
atic variations between spectra were removed by nor-
malization of the spectral absorbance intensity to the
intensity between 568 and 570 nm, where the absorp-
tion spectrum of hemoglobin shows an isosbestic point
(Prahl, 1999). Therefore, the normalized absorbance
AbsNormx,y(λ) was calculated by division of the ab-
sorbance at each wavelength Absx,y(λ) with the ab-
sorbance at 569 nm Absx,y (569 nm):

AbsNormx,y(λ)=
Absx,y(λ)

Absx,y(569nm)
. (3)

7. Oxygen saturation calculation

Based on the normalized absorption spectrum of the
kidney, oxygen saturation was calculated according
to Beach et al. (1999). For this purpose, the ra-
tio between the absorption of an oxygen-sensitive
wavelength at 600 nm (AbsNormx,y (600 nm)) and an
oxygen-insensitive wavelength at 569 nm (AbsNormx,y

(569 nm)) was determined. The absorbance ratio (AR)
is inversely proportional to the oxygen saturation level
within the kidney, denoted as sO2. sO2 specifies the ra-
tio of HbO2 and Hb in percent:

ARx,y =
AbsNormx,y(600nm)
AbsNormx,y(569nm)

≈
1

sO2
. (4)

8. Application to calibration data

For the acquisition of calibration data, we prepared a
blood circuit consisting of a blood pump, a reservoir,
a blood gas analyzer, a VIS/NIR-permeable optical cu-
vette and an oxygenator. Blood collected from healthy,
slaughter house porcines were adjusted to physiological
conditions (pH= 7.35, T = 37 ◦C, Hkt= 30 %). Ref-
erence blood probes with varying sO2 concentrations
were produced by the adjustment of the O2 fraction of
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Figure 3. Correlation of calculated AR values from HSI measure-
ments of calibration blood probes with the oxygen saturation of the
blood probes (blue circles). The calculated oxygen saturation from
HSI measurements during NMP is based on the linear regression of
AR and oxygen saturation of the blood probes (dotted line).

the gas, which is delivered to the oxygenator by a gas
mixer. Hereby, sO2 concentrations of 40, 45, 60, 80,
85, 90, 95 and 100 % sO2 were obtained and moni-
tored by an online blood gas monitor (CDI Blood Pa-
rameter Monitoring System 500, Terumo Corporation,
Tokyo, Japan). The sensor of the system was integrated
in a flow-through cuvette in the tubing line at the out-
let of the oxygenator. For each sO2 saturation probe, we
recorded HSI images and calculated ARx,y from pixels
belonging to the optical window of the cuvette. A sim-
plified calibration model was built, based on the linear
regression (Fig. 3, dotted line) of the calculated ARx,y
and the corresponding sO2. The resulting graph is rep-
resented in Fig. 3. The linear calibration model was ap-
plied to the ARx,y values from the HSI measurements
of the kidney. sO2 percentage is color-coded: red indi-
cating high saturation, blue indicating low saturation.

3 Results

Mean acquisition time for an entire hypercube of the kid-
ney was 10 s. Random sample measurements with an in-
frared laser showed no significant increase of the tempera-
ture at the renal capsule, which possibly had been caused
by the quartz–tungsten–halogen spots. Figure 4a shows the
color-coded sO2 distribution of a HTK-flushed kidney before
perfusion. The renal capsule is characterized by a relatively
low mean oxygen saturation (sO2,mean = 37 %). Higher oxy-
gen levels (> 80 %) can be found around the vessels, where
possibly blood from the surrounding tissue had been leaked.
The renal capsule was perfused homogeneously and mean
oxygen saturation significantly increased (sO2,mean = 98 %)
after a perfusion time of 120 min (see Fig. 4b). Glare arti-
facts appear as white spots at the surface of the kidney and
in the storage box. Spectral properties (Fig. 4, left side) of
the perfused kidney show characteristic absorption peaks of

Figure 4. Hyperspectral images of a kidney with color-coded oxy-
gen saturation distribution before (a) and after (b) 120 min of nor-
mothermic machine perfusion. The left side of the image shows the
characteristic spectra of one pixel of the corresponding oxygenation
status.

Figure 5. Kidney with a cyst, shown as RGB image (b), absorption
image at 600 nm (c) and at 970 nm (d). The corresponding spec-
trum shows the spectral differences between the region with the
cyst (black line) and tissue with no abnormalities (red line), (a).

oxygenated hemoglobin between 530 nm and 590 nm (red
line), whereas these characteristics completely disappear in
the recording of the HTK flushed kidney (blue line).

A RGB image of a kidney with a superficial cyst is shown
in Fig. 5b. The cyst becomes considerably more pronounced
in the absorption image at 970 nm (Fig. 5d), compared to the
absorption image at 600 nm (Fig. 5c). Correspondingly, the
spectrum of the cyst shows a significant absorption increase
in the NIR wavelength range around 970 nm (Fig. 5a).
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4 Discussion

Within this work, we presented the application of a HSI sys-
tem during NMP for the first time. In contrast to commonly
used methods for the determination of the oxygenation sta-
tus, HSI allows a pixel-wise analysis of chemical changes.
The experimental results of HSI-based oxygen saturation cal-
culation showed that HSI is suitable for the monitoring of
the oxygen saturation distribution and the identification of
areas with a reduced oxygen supply prior to transplantation.
Previous works in this field evaluated tissue perfusion of in
vivo perfused kidneys and proposed HSI for postoperative
assessment (Olweny et al., 2013; Tracy et al., 2010; Holzer
et al., 2011; Zuzak et al., 2011; Crane et al., 2008). In addi-
tion to the characterization of water-enriched tissue around
970 nm, the analysis of lipid-sensitive regions in the spec-
tral NIR band might be interesting for the correlation with
ischemic injury (van Veen et al., 2004). Data analysis based
on HSI is limited by the low penetration depth of the prop-
agating light in the tissue. Broadband illumination ranging
from 500 to 1000 nm has only a penetration depth of mil-
limeters to a few centimeters, depending on the attenuation
coefficient of the observed tissue. Hence, tissue injuries in
deeper regions can not be detected. However, based on the
fact that most of the metabolic activity occurs in the cortex
of the kidney (Soltoff, 1986; Simmons et al., 2008), the appli-
cation of HSI in combination with NMP of isolated kidneys
is a favorable and easy-to-use method for the assessment of
the organs status and for chemical imaging. It can be recog-
nized in the images of the kidneys that the integration of a
direct reflected light unit causes glare artifacts on the surface
of the kidney. These artifacts can be reduced either by ap-
plication of image processing algorithms (Shih et al., 2015)
or by use of diffuse materials or polarization filters in the
optical pathway. The development of new sensor generations
could add further improvements to the instrumentation setup.
Current research focuses on the development of new sensor
architectures with enhanced quantum efficiency. In the con-
text of real-time analysis of biological tissue, snapshot sensor
technology is becoming an emerging field of interest (Kester
et al., 2011), allowing one to capture hypercubes during a sin-
gle integration time of the detector array. However, to date
snapshot sensors have comparably low spectral and spatial
resolution. The application of high-resolution image sensors
in combination with a fast data acquisition and analysis could
widen the range of HSI in medical applications.

5 Conclusions

In this work we presented a novel approach for the monitor-
ing and visualization of relevant chemical changes of isolated
kidneys prior to transplantation. We conclude that camera-
based measurements such as HSI are easy to integrate in a
perfusion setup and allow a fast and noninvasive measure-
ment of tissue characteristics. However, assessment of bio-

logical markers based on HSI is limited by the low penetra-
tion depth of the light. Furthermore, the integration of a new
sensor generation such as snapshot HSI sensors could reduce
acquisition time and even would allow real-time perfusion
imaging. Based on the fact that ischemia plays a major role in
graft injury, the monitoring of oxygen supply with HSI might
provide a potential marker for the assessment and early iden-
tification of functional limitations, particularly for marginal
organs. Future work of the authors will comprise the im-
provement on algorithms for the determination of oxygen
saturation and the water content, as well as the spectral char-
acterization of ischemic-injury-related tissue changes based
on multivariate approaches. Furthermore, an enhanced HSI
camera will be integrated and the setup will be refined re-
garding homogeneity of illumination and the reduction of
glare artifacts.

6 Data availability

The data presented in this paper are available on request from
the corresponding author.
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